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A Topological Criterion for Starlikeness,
Piecewise Convex and Piecewise a - Convex Functions
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.\bstract: In 13] C.N. Genther, St Ruscheweyh and L. C. Salinas introduced the

concept of quasi - simple curve and have given a criterion for it. In this article we

shall use the concept of cluasi - simple curves to establish a topological criterion

tirr starlike, piecewise convex and piecewise a - convex functions.

1 .  In t roduct ion

Definition 1.1 Let C denote the entire complx plan. A positively otiented close

curve y is siad to be quasi - simple if it is the positively oricnted boundary of a

sirnply connected domain. An arc is said be a quasi - simple if it is a subarc of a

quasi- simple curve. For any closed curve or arc y: la b) --) C, let Sr:: {y(t) : a

. t < bl, be its support in C.

Definition I.2Ler ybe a positively oriented closed curve and cos be any point in

the complex plane C. We say that a1 is attainable with respect to y frorn - if there

crist simply connected domain G such that 0 e &J, the functio n JV) : z2 + a4 is

univalent in G, and there exists a closed curve f such that S",. cG and,[({All:

"A t ) ; t e  l 02n l .
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In a More descriptive language we can say that a4is attaiwrable with respect to y

from "" if there exists.a curve connecting al with o" which does not intersect the

curve 1(it may, howwer, touch 1).

Let A, denote the set of all attainable points with respect to y from -. Clearly ly is

the union of the closure of some of the connected components of ,Sf, the

complement of Sn including the unbounded component plus possibly certain

segment of Sr. Let D, is the simply connected domain bounded by the quasi -

simple curve y. Then Ay*D",and in particular

yis quasi - simple - Sre l, (1 )

Definition 1.3 An oriented closed curve y : [0 2n] ---> C is said to be in the class

C if it has the following properties :

Cr : T is piecewise smooth.

Cz T is locally quasi - simple i.e. for each r e [ 0 2tt]there exists e(/) > 0 such

that the dre lt t: yllt - e t + !l is quasi - simple.

Cs : for every t e l0 2tl let Gt be a simply connected domain which has y1 in its
(positively oriented) boundary. Then there exists an open neighbourhood U of z7:

{r) for which (U w G) v Ar: Q.

Cr : the function n: |X.argy 
(f, t e R satisfies flt + 2t) - flt) : 2n, t e R

2. Statement and Proof of the Main Result

Theorem 2.ll

Let f be a function holomorphic in the closed unit disk D, except possibly at a

finite number of points in ED, and continuous throughout D, normalized by

I this theorem has been proved in [1], but here we have givera completely different arr.dreryshS4-plqAq as
compared to the proofgiven in [1], by using the concept ofquasi - simple curves introduced artd defined in [3]
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,/(0) : 0,.f ' (0) : I. Letfbe locally univalent onD,f (z) * 0 on ED, the curve y(0)
: f  @'1.  and

/  - { t \

ne l  t  +2+ l>  o  on  dD
\  r  / -
\ - r /

(2)

except on the set.4t: {z e DD : f 
' (z) : 0 or f is not holomorphic at zl.

Let  the va lues of  0  wi th  e iq  e Mbe &,  A,  ez . . . ,1n-r ,0n,whete A< A< e2.<- . -

< 0,-r < 0, : a + 27t. Furthermore, let for any such point eiqi , if we meqsure the

argument of the tangent to the curve {f(.'t) : 0 < 0 .2n} from a point f(eig) where

< 07 and 0 close to 0;, there exist fry e N, 4, Ft e L0 @ such that

i\4 
u"lt"" f @'1]: arsf (eiq) + 2tdq + a1

i\r; 
argftde7'k'1f : argf (ei?)+ (2rfti+ l)n- p1

then/is starlike.

Proof: Since the curve T(e) : J@'1 e C we first show that each arc

y:: f@'1, I S e < 01+r is quasi -simple and the points/(etq\ are attainable with

respect to y from - which guarantees the univalence of the function/on D [3]

If -tthasno element then we are back in the classical case and the function/is in

fact convex and hence starlike so nothing has to be proved. Now suppose that .[t

has at least one element. It is easily seen that the quasi - simple property of the arc

yj can not be destroyed by a negative loop, since this would mean that arg of the

tangent at y; decreases over a certain interval but this has been ruled out bV Q),

The other way to destroy the quasi - simple property, namely a positive loop, can

not occur either as one can readily verifies by using the construction in [3] that

maps the situation on to D preserving the loops (and their orientation). So we see

that any positive loop on one of y.; would increase the total tangent rotation by 2n

but there are no negative loops available to compensate for that. Since y e C and

hence condition Ca limits this total rotation to the minimal value of 24 so there is

no room for positive loops, and the y.; nnrst be quasi - simple.

(3)

-(4)

I
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To show that the points fleiq) arc attainable with respect to y : J@i\ from the *

we first note that (3) and (4) implies that there exists d > 0 such that arg

f (nt\ increases on the intervals lQtt - 6, Q) and lIt, 0L + 5) for j: 0, 1 , 2, ..., n.

See [] for detail. And we already have shown that there is no rooms for loops so

it is clear that the straight line emanating from the point/ (eiei) goes to - without

intersecting the curve y. Hence the point -f (ntti) are attainable with respect to y

from the -. Therefore the curve y : /("'\ is quasi - simple and hence [3] the

function/is univalent.

To show that/is starlike it remains to show that age/(u'\ is increasing and the

total change in argumentof f (ei\ as 0 varies form 0 to2ris2zr.The last assertion

is clear because f (0):0,/ is univalent on D and/has no zeros on DD, so by

argument principle Lcen,4 f@i\ :2n.

To show that argf (etl is increasing it suffices to show that it is increasing on [4,

41. We know already that argf (e'J is inc.easing on la, a + fl and onlA - 5, 0i

for some t> 0. Hence it remains to show that argf ("'\ i" increasing onlft + 6,

& - A. But if areflei) is strictly decreasing on certain interval of [4 + 6, 0r - 4
then either there should be at least one loop (positive) on y or arguments of the

tangent should decrease over certain subinterval of y:-f (ntu), q< e< dr. But

both possibilities are ruled out so are f(etq) is increasin g for ft < 0 < 0r and hence

on whole 7 This completes the proof.

3. Topological Criterion For Piecewise Convex And Piecewise
aFConvex Functions

Definition 3.1 A quasi - simple curve yin C is said tobe n - piecewise convex

curve if there are n points zk: y(tk) on Srwith tt < tz

that the function

f (t): .'jl. 
ure y ( t)

is increasing on Sr7. : T(ltr, /r+r]). In other words the quasi - simple curve yis.n -
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is increasing on Sr* : T(ltt, /r*r]) and the corresponding normalized univalent

function/which maps the unit disk l7conformally on to the simply connected

domain Dris called the n-piecewise convex function.

Definition 3.2Letybe a quasi - simple curve in C and @ 4 Sr. Then the curve l is

said to be n piecewise a - convex (0

n-points zk:y(tk) on S.,,with h<tz. . . .  tn<-tn+l1: h-r2nsuch that

(I - a) ars(nt - 6$ + aflt)

is increasing on Sr,r, : {ltu twrf), where

f (t): rim_ arg i (l)

and the corresponding normalized univalent function/which maps the unit disk

D conformally on to the simply connected domain Dy is called the

n - piecewise q- convex function.

Theorem 3.1 Let f be a function holomorphic in D, except possibly at a finite

number of points on dD, and continuous throughout D, with the normalization

l(0) : 0,.f' (0) : 1. Suppose/is locally univalent on D, fV) + 0 on DD, and the

curve y(A:f @'t) e C. Let

J(: {re dD : f' (z): 0 or f is not holomorphic at z}.

and the values of d such that eie e .'/t be q, A,

0o< 6

curve and the function/is n-piecewise convex function if

(s)

proof: Since the curve y(0 ) : -f ("'t ) e c. Therefore from [3], to prove the

theorem it suffices to srrlow that each arcyj:-f("'1, Q10'< *it rs quasi-simple

and the points z,: fleiq) are attainable with respect to y from "".

n" (r * *r).0 on DD \lrr.
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Suppose .ilthasn elements . rf n : I then the result is obvious. Now suppose n > l.
From (5) it is clear that neither any single arc \* nor any arc of the form (yr, v yi),
the union of any two arcs 7r and yi, with j * k can offer a negative loop otherwise
the function flt) is strictly decreasing on certain subinterval of either Ti or W,
which contradicts the condition (5). Hence there is no room for negative loop on
the whole curve y at all. The other possibility to destroy the quasi-simple property
of the arc \* is by forming a positive loop on it. But any positive loop on T,c would
increase the total tangent rotation by 2a but there are no negative loop available
to compensate for that. As y e C, so the condition C+ limits this total rotation to
the minimal value of 22. Therefore there is no room for a positive loop on the arc
y6. Hence each arc Tr, k: l,2, ..., n are quasi _ simple.

It remains to show that the pointsl(eiJ are affainable with respect to y from the "o.But by using the more or less same arguments we can prove it. we already know
that there is no room for negative loop on whole y so the only possibility to
destroy the attainable property of the points,t(ete) is by a positive loop formed on
an arc of the fo* (To a ^b), the union of any two arcs ft and y, with j + k. But
again any positive loop on (Tr u Xr) would also increase the total tangent rotation
by 21t, but there are no negative loop available to compensate for that. And since y
e C so the condition Ca again limits this total rotation to the minimal value of 2n
Therefore there is no room for a positive loop on the arc (yp u ri),with7 * k tosl .,.,
Therefore the pointsl(ete1, for k:1,2, ..., n are all attainable with respect the
curve y from o". Hence by definition y is a n-piecewise convex curye and thg
function/is n-piecewise convex function.

By using more or less same techniques and arguments one can easily proved the
following theorem on n-piecewise q.

Theorem 3.2 Letf be a function holomorphic in D, except possibly at a frnite

number of points on DD, and continuous throughout D, with the normalization

/(0):0,f'(0): 1. Suppose/is locally univalenr onD,flz) * 0 on ED, the curve

T(.A:Jk'\ e C. Let
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-lt: {t e dD : f (z): 0 orlis not holomorphic at z} '

and the values of d such that eie e JW be 00, q,

0o < & < ... 0,-t I 0n t: 0s + 2t.Then the curve y : /(u'\is n-piecewise A-convex

curve and the function/is n-piecewise a-convex function if

( t  - q)  ̂ "(t . f) i  aRe (, .O)u 0 on aD\ ' t t  (6)

proof: Since the curve y@) : J@'t) . C. Therefore from l3], to prove the

theorem it suffices to show that each arc li : /(e'1, et S 0 < 01t is quasi - simple

and the points ,i: fl"'Q) are attainable with respect to y from -. Suppose Jl(has n

element. If n:1 then the result is obvious. Now suppose n > 1. From (6) it is

clear that neither any single arc \tt nor any arc of the form (Yr u Y;), the union of

any two arcs 1lr andy;, withT * k can offer a negative loop otherwise the function

t(r) is strictly decreasing on certain subinterval of either ylot \r) which contradicts

the condition (6). Hence there is no room for negative loop on the whole curve Y

at all. The other possibility to destroy the q-s property of the atc \t is by forming a

positive loop on it. But any positive loop on ft would increase the total tangent

rotation by 2n but there are no negative loop available to compensate for that.

And condition C+ limits this total rotation to the minimal value of 2x. Therefore

there is no room for a positive loop on the arc \rt. Hence each arc Tu k : 1 , 2, " ', n

ate

q-s.

It remains to show that the points/(ete1 ure attainable with respect to Y from the

-. Bulby using the more or less same arguments we can prove it' We already

know that there is no room-for negative loop on whole y so the only possibility to

destroy the attainable property of the points f (eie) is by a positive loop formed on

an arc-of the form (7t v y), the union of any two arcs 7+ and y, with j # k' But

again any positive loop on (Ift u 7) would also increase the total tangent rotation

bv 2n but there are no negative loop available to compensate for that ' And
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condition cq again limits this totar rotation to the minimar va',e ^r 1* rtfhere is no room fo :"::' 
'" rne mrnimal value of 2n Therefore

rhepoinrsf (",n),;:;:il:'"'"::;:^:i:,,":,,:r,::l;*"u*ktoorn.,"ro.
o.". Hence by definit' :":tt.uraDte 

wtth respect the curve y from
piecewise o.orru""til;;.""t"cewise 

q- convex.u*. *a rhe funcion f is n-
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